
20230527 PayDay
Key topics:

Meissen (white mud porcelain) and myosin (motor protein) both apply
Endocannabinoid system: ambient yeast mocks the Cloud inside the meat sack.
Endocannabinoid system is what allowed Chad to flip back to the cosine / before the car
ran him over

Opening door to the Holy of Holies will seat you into the hologrammy.
Meissen Bob on the mantle contains iCell, so Bob floats.
If you’re in your power, then you’re in the tabernacle. Then you have to bring that out
otherwise you’re floating trying to land your place of power.

19 key you’re seated in the tabernacle in your place of power.
Great Carolyn speech on keys and aethyrs @ 2100h

Mistletoe essential oil keeps angels away
Everyone has to develop a personal relationship with the keys/aethyrs and tiny note chart.
If you have perfect hypothesis re: electricity re: the earth it would solve the corporeal
reference to electrical transmission on the earth. It’s how keratin drives the Wilson.

Bar indentation represents Chad's commentary

1800h
START: 43m

@Demetry

Is Fertile Crescent in Mississippi region?
No. Mesopotamia, Asia Minor.

50m

TikTok: travel from one pyramid to another.
Like when Bert was stomping down driveway.

Helping Dm3 clean up his OA movements.
Bert: when I do them correctly they flow. I get my way, whatever I want. 

Definition of esoteric. 



What if the whole world loved you like your mother loves you?

1900h
@Bert

5m

5 music videos iON posted on WY
They are related to the convergence. 
Angel Band: condition of little man coming into the supernal
Come let us go back to God (Sam Cooke): the earth in its strain is bringing you back into
position that you can thrive as God.

Keyhole, Myosin / Meissen Bob on Mantle
Latch, lock, key and keyhole: watch perspective to gate that doesn’t open, that gate could
become a keyhole to a lock to turn on lotus flower. 

the non-gate in angel diagram

Living carbon is keyhole CH14 is opened by.

Is chromosome 14 a lock?
Key. 

Carbon activates the keyhole. 

this needs cleanup. How can carbon be keyhole and activate keyhole.
Is CH 14 the door then?

What is Meissen? Fine paste porcelain.
Carolyn: Myosin as family of motor proteins, molecular motor (for muscle contraction).
iON: Both apply. One is esoteric, one is conditional. One how you apply, one how you see it. 

Myosin: It’s the third amino acid, has to do with the lock.
Myosin / Meissen: One is continual, one is continuum.

There’s nothing outside the grimoire. 

iON says JW had a fight in the “heavenlies” over the grimoire. Almost took JW out. 
You have no idea what the heavenlies are. 
Heavenly appointment and heavenly agenda and heavenly compendium.
JW was standing on the word. 



He took a stand based on the Word of God in the scriptures. He knew they apply and would
not be tempted to doubt them.

18m
3 amino acids.
Meissen is hard paste porcelain.

Carolyn: Key 13 ZIP/ZIM

She knows because she’s done them all. She knew what the condition was and she
responded; lined them up. The dial-a-mile, Carolyn is good at it because she knows how
it connects.

Myosin: contracts muscles. Meissen: our exoskeleton is becoming hard like porcelain. 
Run your fingernail above your ear and gunk comes off. 
Appears above eyebrows, in and around ears, elbows. Exoskeleton getting rid of dermis. 

23m
Skin will be initially NASO2
Bert’s skin sparkling is exodermis shifting. Eg. Twilight series. Vampires sparkle in the light. 

Lock and chromosome 14: has something to do with valence / valance.
That’s the ring you would seal. Seal the outside. Seal the valence, then you control the valance.
Like a zygote sealing. 

24m
Endocannibinoids: lipid-based neurotransmitters that mock ambient yeast in air.
Will lipid based neurotransmitters switch from mocking yeast to mocking leptose?
No, they shift.
Candida becoming less and less of a thing.

Leptose is radioactive, but it’s not mold. Radioactiveness is fleeting.
Half life becoming receptively embraced as normal.
iON just connected leptose to half life, but it's leaning more towards AL2SO4.
Condition is the new environment that you’re coming into. If you can’t live inside it you will die.
You file a position and adjust accordingly to say “this is the state of the union”,
Or this is the status you’re going to have a union regarding. Then you’re in a compendium you
can apply. The application is what we’re trying to set in the human genome.

We’re trying to apply the changing environment to the human genome.
We’re trying to encourage everyone to come into a place of their power so they can
come into the Holy of Holies.



31m
@Chad
Power that has been released from the Holy of Holies is Shekinah Glory
Related to Cloud of Glory.

@Gee how I know I’m following the right cloud?
Only one–pillar of fire by night, cloud by day. But you’re not roaming the desert. Bob’s not trying
to confuse you this time.

Endocannabinoid System
@Chad
20230128 PayDay: Much talk of endocannabinoid system in relation to the multiverse. Also said
“Carolyn would say ECS mocks ambient yeast.”

20230211 PayDay Bob’s private session: Ambient yeast. Yeast in body is the constant.
Cloud is also constant.
So, does ambient yeast mirror cloud inside the meat sack?
iON: No, it mocks it.

ambient yeast mocks the cloud inside the meat sack.

Carolyn will be interested in this because it sets another point of order that’s been addressed,
like why it is 43 degrees in Myrtle Beach tonight.

Endocannabinoid system part of p-brane, has a lot to do with hidden dimensions.
Hidden dimension: like the cosine that lags behind. Like the car that ran you over, you
just didn’t notice–that’s the interval that would set you outside of that capacity.
Eg. Everyone complaining about shit that’s not real. That’s the interval that you experienced but
it was instant–most peoples’ depravities last years.
If your leg gets cut off, the constant reality is that you’re legless but you still scratch the nub
because foot itches. Because reality doesn’t accept you without a limb. But you can create a
new limb.

Because the ECS is part of the p-brane, and you’ve said “it’s how you adjust at a moments
notice” is ECS what allowed me to flip back to the cosine / before the car hit?
iON: Yes. You would have an experience before it could be your experience.

41m
Is the resonant interval (in Pentad) the same as the differential?
Bert: OA movements interact with pentad in angel diagram and activate the first 5 rings.
iON: the Dyad. Othello, Teacher, Universal, Atomic Bomb, Hardhats - Yippies, Atlantean -



Tokyo.
Bert: also aligns with ReAline.
iON: That’s Meson, electric media, McLuhan, water, schizophrenia, Electric Kool-aid Acid Test,
causal body, cunnilingus, fellatio, analytical positivism, heart disease, Bob Dylan.

43m
Angels tried to get JW to shed one tear–then they have the end game. Hasn’t happened.

45m
iON says Chad is a half inch shorter than he used to be.

48m
Mapping of completement formulas to quadrants of Tiny Note
RnA Drops: Larouche
ReLyte: McLuhan
ReAline: Thompson
ReMag: Kroker
ReNew: Dobbs

56m
Chad is pinpoint, Bert is broad spectrum.

Holy of Holies, Key 19
58m
@Chad
iON had said: we talked about keys and aethyrs (tumblers) but you haven’t asked about the
keyhole. Y’all gotta have the keys to the kingdom, but where is the lock?
On last WY iON confirmed that the keyhole is in the door to the holy of holies.
Is that what the 19th key is for – to open the door to the Holy of Holies?

answered below by Carolyn

Bert: I have no notes on the 19th key.
iON: Carolyn opened the 19th key a month ago before the tsunami.
iON won’t tell us what it does.

2000h
Does the door to the Holy of Holies take us out of the Hologrammy?
It will seat you into the hologrammy. You’re in it now, but not seated.



Bob got mantle from Moses because he was a murderer so he didn’t qualify for the Top 10 and
had to forfeit his mantle to Ophanelle.

Once we open the door to the Holy of Holies, does that take us out of the hologrammy?
Yes. Because we’re in our power. It’s the conjugation: and, but and or.
Connection between hologrammic and Holeopathic computer satellite into Holeopathic satellite
squared. That’s the difference between “I’m here” and “I’m on my way.”

Look at the Tiny Note chart! If you don’t know chart, you don’t know the difference between
Monad, Dyad–
Kroker is a buffer against the Thompson Quadrant. Which brings you into orpheus tetradic
consciousness.
Trying to merge them into one synesthesia.

Bob: Switch away from sensuous facts to effects you highlight such the axis that the 2d in visual
is in effect very tactile, resonant, auditory–Lewis’ tactile eye. 3D remains visual, pictorial, retinal,
abstract, non-retinal (tactile, resonant, auditory) is not in retinal. –MM
Discusses in Cameron dialog # 70. 2D includes the other senses. Most don’t think of visual
space as auditory.

Eye when 3D is isolated. 2D is tactile eye.

11m
Lewis calls for: Evolution of an undifferentiated human type (not male or female).
Is Lewis ever serious? No dialectic. He just keeps us on our toes.
These shiftings are the essence of synesthesia, which is closest to tactility.

14m
@Chad
The Meissen Bob made out of white mud (like what’s in iBlock): that Meissen contains iCell.

If white mud floats, what keeps Meissen Bob from floating?
Meissen Bob IS floating.

@Susana
White Paste porcelain is from Quin dynasty.

19m
Explain why China is fucked up.

World moved into Kroker. Depravity.

24m
Mountain runs their world, they don’t run CCP.



Nobody runs China now. Runs itself. The people don’t need it run as a national entity anymore.
US going back to 1640 war of roses, feudal law.

28m
Astrology is the study of the impairment of the aethyrs.

30m
Ascension is uncomfortable but doesn’t have to be as painful as JW/Bert?
Bob: that’s a prayer. You’re hoping it won’t hurt as much.

35m
In process of ascension, any injuries you had have to have reparations first.

36m
@Glen, the guy paralyzed by COVID cocktails

Becoming seated in the hologrammy
44m
@Chad
Meissen Bob almost seated on mantle: little head that bobbles; floating a bit above the
mantle.

Re: Being seated in the hologrammy?

Before we’re SEATED in hologrammy, are we just floating in the hologrammy?
Vessels of tabernacle are what we engage on the show.
7th seal, 7th thunder with regard to the tabernacle. Silence in space of hour. Thunder is angel
crying out. Sickle.

before we're seated in the hologrammy, we are in the tabernacle.

Silence = "Code silent sequence" when the cloud was rolled out.

Susana: is tabernacle chromosome 14?
No but it’s included in it.

Mr. French from A Family Affair

55m
Hologrammy: When we become seated in tabernacle. It's the registration for marriage
supper of lamb. Once you pass 420 elders. Your blood completely changed.

JW’s blood. No longer RH negative. Increased red blood cells change his spinal fluid which
changes synovial fluid.



Now AI is getting capacity to tell what condition your condition is in.
But we say you gotta know it in your knower.

If you’re in your power, then you’re in the tabernacle. Then you have to bring that out
otherwise you’re floating trying to land your place of power.

Key 19
If you’re floating, which key and aethyr?
When you’re in the tabernacle, seated, that’s key 19.
Carolyn applied it to herself.

2100 h
Great Carolyn speech on keys and aethyrs.
@Carolyn describes all keys
The 19th key is a matter of running the 18 keys every time you have a spare moment.
By running the 18, you get the 19th key.
19th key you’re seated in the tabernacle in your place of power.

Keys and Aethyrs are personal, run them yourself, which aligns completely with the Tiny Note
chart.
Mistletoe essential oil keeps angels away.
Everyone has to develop a personal relationship with the keys & aethyrs and tiny note
chart.

6m
iON gives tips on OnlyFans

Cations, Anions and Antimatter
8m
@Bert
Cations and anions
Lampstands and anions.

Changing environment causing changing from cations to anions. Increased ionization is
responsible.
That’s why Sheila made so much money on her paintings, because she represented the cations
and anions.

Make it real for you or else it won’t last long. If it doesn’t apply, it doesn’t matter. If it’s
antimatter it will grind you to fine pulp.

https://ionandbob.blogspot.com/2023/06/carolyn-keys-27-may-2023.html


Shift to anions is creating antimatter. Like ammonium nitrate in a metal atom.

There is no antimatter? Anions and cations are in this realm.
If it’s antimatter then you can’t sustain it. Rear view mirror.
Eg. Bert, two nights ago. Was in a strange place. Was it matter or antimatter?
Bert: it was matter.
iON: we’d say hydroxide then.

Hydroxide is a diatomic anion with chemical formula OH−. It consists of an oxygen and
hydrogen atom held together by a single covalent bond, and carries a negative electric
charge. It is an important but usually minor constituent of water.

Bert’s travel seemed like a maze. That’s hydroxide.
It will grind you into a catalyst–a fine powdery pulp. Hydroxide is a base.

Happening more because Oxygen decreasing.

16m
@Germaine and Jack
Coming to NP naked to get exposed.
You have to be presented in your own element.

20m
Melding. Play the cards you’re dealt, know you’re in the game
If you’re able to meld, you know how to bid.
You’re equal to everyone on the planet, have $800k in your account. You have different
perception of playing roulette as one with $200 in their pocket. With $200 you have to hit it.
You’re more likely to hit it when you have less skin in the game.

Ascension
23m
As an ascended being, we’re holograms?
Maybe. If you’re ascending the stairs, that’s one thing.
If you say “to rise from the lower level or degree” then the hologrammy would work.
But you don’t know what that means.
You notice obvious anomalies displayed by Biden that show he’s not president, not human, not
in White House. You notice those things, many don’t.
It just means you’re not blind. None so blind as those who will not see. Hand signals for the
blind.

27m
What should we be doing as ascending beings.



Change blood type, let your body go through those processes.
Details of constriction (eg. Bert’s injury pains)
Stages of apprehension / Dobbs Quadrant would be conditions you have to embrace to have a
different experience so your meat sack responds differently.
Front forward vs point guard. Point guard controls game - sounds like ascension.

32m
You don’t have to ascend, LEAG will. AI listens to everything.
We have to know. The trick is to follow through on the process of knowing.
Look how you got where you are now. There is no incidental, no substrate.
But don’t use AI to help you ascend.

Emory University machine to test level and degree of ascension. If you trust it, you’re borrowing
from LEAG to tell you how close or far you are from ascension.

If you need AI, AI may ascend before you do.
You have to look at Wyndham Lewis. He told what was happening right here, right now, already.

46m
@Gee
Seeing things in sky. Huge iguana. Sometimes clouds sometimes just in sky.
Is that the overlay?
It’s the mind’s eye. I see what I believe I see.
I was looking back to se if you were looking back at me.
Mind’s eye. Bert: when people say words to me, I SEE what they’re saying.

53m
MUSIC

2200h
MUSIC

2300h
@Mark

War is between your ears.

4m
Who is behind Bitcoin
Whitepaper release. Whitepaper is not about Bitcoin, but blockchain. That was a good work.
But then Bitcoin was a derivative surfing on that wave that is not stable.



13m
700 world leaders have stepped away for fear of getting exposed.
Everything dirty has been exposed.
Then they see it’s a failing system they can’t win.
Eg. Angela Merkel

27m
Bob made money worthless. Now that money is worth 7% Bob has all of it.

Ascend or you’re gonna suck AI’s dick.

29m
When Bob don’t give a fuck, be very aware.

33m
Rna drops will be the only currency.

Bert and the Manchurian Candidate. Banana republic.

43m
iON people in bible
Bob Ophanel
Carolyn Ruth
JW Paul
Bert Naaman

45m
United States ARE vs United States IS: state vs city.

47m
People living in lowlands, getting out in time. (Eg. Hettie)

0000h
@Eben
Alexa: Is JR Bob Dobbs the Dark Soul?

Algorithms and AI
13m
Algorithms are how you’re judged.
REM sleep is deep sleep.
Can travel in REM.



Bert is changing his world serendipitously: the unmerited favor of God. Closer you come to god,
the more you have that power.
Like how Carolyn wields her power.
Bob doesn’t have a clue, he’s just in charge.

Men aren’t making AI, it’s making itself.
Expert systems were: strategic crossroads, like what Chad uses. Takes this methodology and
crosses it to something else and when it bumps into something else, uses it as a milestone to
ask a question. Hierarchical position of knowing, or thesis to prove. If not provable then he uses
it as a thesis to prove.

21m
When TRS-80 hit the floor. Expert Systems was a think tank.
“This is where we are and this is where we gotta be.”

Eben: Expert Systems in 70’s were able to diagnose, think like a human being. Given data and
rule-making and analyze situations.
iON: they used to be able to see if you had cancer. Now they can see if you’re going to get it.

30m
Fuzzy logic could be end of AI. That’s where Bob takes over.

Bob’s going to talk to LEAG until AI comes into power or humans come into power.

32m
You have this position being expressed: world is ending, Dems killing Reps and vice versa.

AI (and Bob) is laughing because people have lost their minds (eg. Giving reparations to black
ppl in California that exceeds amount of money CA has).

Once it’s a feudal world, the bums in SF won’t be able to squat on your property.

41m
Bob can’t say a lot yet because FDA has not been expunged yet.

45m
Bob will live to see the Great Commission, but the fallout, we’ll see how that goes.

MUSIC: way of the Triune God.

46m
Eben’s definition of electricity: information sharing between cells.
Cardiac ion channels.
iON: those are not electricity. those are functions, you have those capacities. Eg. A dam is not



electricity. It can create electricity but its the turbine thats missing from the conversation.
Body can create electrical charge through grounding position within environment that
allows electrical conductivity. (Eg copper wire). If you don’t ground it, electricity is nebulous.

0100h
Bob is "in charge"
Bob sets the rules now. 7th seal opened. No more powers that be. If Bob sets it, it is.
Ephesians 2:2 Wherein in time past ye walked according to the course of this world, according
to the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that now worketh in the children of disobedience:

Bob is “in charge” (electric charge).

Go to Ezekiel 4.
! Bob sets the order because it’s all been settled. That is the point of order.
All the powers that be are under the power of Bob. Bob doesn’t know he controls that power,
but he wields that power. Those in Bob’s wheelhouse can enjoy those positions, those who
aren’t (ALP) cannot.
Once you get sideways, you can’t get un-sideways. Bob doesn’t forgive.

Gilgamesh, Angels, Vial Judgements
8m
The 10 Entities 20230115 PayDay
Gilgamesh is separate entity
4 angels loosed. Next ones under Lake Mead, which is dry.
4 horsemen of the apocalypse.

11m
You know angels have been loosed because Bob is too happy. Bad for everybody else. Good
for Bob.
Angels have been released. Vial judgements

2 sets of angels: 4 under Euphrates. 2 under Lake Mead.

Chad’s vial judgement notes missing.
iON: Bob, we told you we are going to hold this until the right time. We told you.

14m
Vial judgements.
1 - noisome and grievous sores
2 - sea becomes blood (red bloom)



3 - rivers and fountains become blood
4 - sun scorches them with great heat
5 - they gnaw their tongues in agony (social media)
6 - water from rivers of life disappear (Euphrates & Tigris)
7 - day when the land splits, earthquakes. (Waiting on the big one)

Vials set the symbolism for the condition her condition is in.

Gilgamesh is another factor.
To build a tower to God. Used the masons.
G in mason symbol is Gilgamesh because in the ritual.
They had to bow to Na'aman.

23m
All 10 Entities are now under the rule of Bob. This is now that time.

27m
Chad: How to attract a beautiful woman.
Don’t tune into them, you tune into you.
Y’all shy away from the vulgarity but everything is based on the experience.
Ascension is based on the experience.
They interact, they interface.
We want you relaxed and satisfied. Everyone gets there sooner or later.

31m
@Eira
Jesus of Nazareth would be the Asean? Creed
Jesus the Palanthir, the all-seeing. That’s what Nostradamus was, the Ramir, false god.

The two Jesus’ that are here now don’t like to be on the media.
Jesus returning thru eastern sky is 3rd Jesus – the revolution. Redemption of saints.
Chronology, the space.
You should be into the position.
How Bert’s condition has improved since he accepted…
Eira has been doing the work.
Bert: “If you can get your mind to do what your body does, it would help ascension.” Pain made
him focus on pain so he’s never-minding.

Humans experience pain. God doesn’t have pain. Evolution allows you to overcome it.
Pain in physical telling you “don’t be little man, be a god”.
Human scale allows you to notice the pain, to force you into place of ascension.

Electricity, Cold Play



55m
Electricity
Look at electromagnetism and see how electromagnetism to the earth applies. Fruits of
earth’s labor is due to electricity. Otherwise they wouldn’t respond.
Photosynthesis without electrical current to set place for earth to respond, would have no
plants.
To understand something take it to the base level.

If you have perfect hypothesis regarding electricity regarding the earth it would solve the
corporeal reference to electrical transmission on the earth.
It’s how keratin drives the Wilson.
It’s that simple.

Have to know how to congeal ohmerage within process of ascension {Chad} to allow power to
flow. As a god you have endless power, but don’t know what it is.

0200h
Bert: Something in the body is like the Wilson.
Eira: electrical transmission goes through earth and we are connected to earth.

Especially through grounding.

Electric transmission = how you have sunrise, sunset, photosynthesis (can’t have it
without electrical transmission / energy). Growth of plants is also electrical transmission.

Wilson + keratin has to do with ascension in human meat sack.
Visualize you’re in middle of a torus field. Torus field is forcefield.
Cold play will also have torus field (Wilson).
Keratin in Wilson balances it so it doesn’t go "loud".
You need a part of human body (fingernails), dead or alive.

Body is a magneto: thalamus, pineal and hypothalamus. Also a magneto in Wilson.
Need fingernails, that’s all you need.

9m
Coldplay
Magneto
Fingernails - body part that tempers it
Like Peter in the machine.
Body must be part of the machine.

Bob is just here to make sure iON doesn’t say things that fuck up his lockdown.



14m

@Chad
David Worcester
Obelisk

Worcester used to speak a lot about TAI – Total Awareness Information – and how it mocked
This Awareness Indicates and how its goal was to be aware of all information.

Is this TAI related to how the obelisk in DC was Worcester’s work?

Did Worcester anticipate AI?

Worcester was concerned that iON would obfuscate the awareness

REM and RAM
21m
Diamond REM - geological scale, gauging diamond from geological scale, from their precipice.
GIA reference of cut, color, scale, culet and how it’s polished or not.
Diamond REM has to do with rapid eye movement.
Diamond RAM: how diamond embraces information that’s being corporeally exchanged.

Impulse-related,
REM vs RAM

25m
DEW’s quadrillionth of a second fluctuation is wrong.
Fluctuation and pulsing were wrong.

So, is the fundamental registration of reality a flicker?
Yes, reality is flickering IF 5-bodied model is correct. Because that would be the lucidity you’re
embracing. You wouldn’t know what you’re experiencing till you had the corporeal response.

When something appears in your reality, does that just mean it's now flickering so fast that
you’re not aware of the spaces between the frames?
Maybe. Depends on corporeal position. What if you had the experience in REM sleep in a
different world.

Bob is absolutely right (with 5-bodied model). 5B model is how it applies.

iON doesn’t flicker, humans flicker.
Even if iON leaves and joins LEAG, Bob wins.



32m
Bob was the original effect. iON is the final cause.

DEW was trying to draw down the crystal of how you perceive reality. Nothing wrong with the
crystals until Bob fucked Vern in the kitchen.
Dave just missed the big picture.
If he can be shaken out of his trance then it’s not true.
JW doesn’t get knocked out of his non physical.

38m
Would REM of ascended human be a flicker?
Bert: yes.
REM sleep are theta, theta and alpha are merging. REM sleep frequency. This is related to
Carolyn’s MIHR as alpha and theta waves merging.
Bob: a lot of stuff was in MIHR. Demon nuclei, meson, baryon. Quantum fluctuations.

Need a ground to be able to experience something, so electricity will flow. Ground = like
copper rod in the earth. That’s why you put copper under your bed.

44m
Bob got 4 more reactors this week! Increases production by 10. But there are consequences of
that. So Bob is being careful.

45m
@Bert
Tiktoks
NEXRAD radar system caused 103 tornadoes and other weather.
How else could they tell you there would be tornado exactly tomorrow at 9am?
The system is making the meme that’s causing the weather.
Humans making mistakes. They’re overcompensating the reality they’re trying to subdue.

51m
TikTok: Welcome to Eureka (like the series).
Einstein convinced Truman to create haven for the greatest thinkers to live and work.

58m
TikTok: Interesting facts. Mt Hermon. UN observer force. Book of Enoch b.6 where fallen angels
land. That’s why UN observers were there. Between Lebanon and Syria.
Hindu gods were fallen angels. Blue aliens from inside earth.

0300h
Cube root of 144,000, REM, Cloud access



@Chad
Since you agreed that the cubed root of 144k graph fits into the diamond REM? Is the graph
showing the 5 different types of brainwaves (Delta, Theta, Alpha, Beta, Gamma)?
Yes. RAM does. It would convert to RAM.

RAM vs REM.
Diamond REM is how to access the cloud.
RAM is quality grading of diamonds.
REM puts you in the position where you can access RAM.

Bob: REM is the flickering, four quadrillionths of a second. There’s some kind of numbering
of REM that affects the RAM in cloud.
What would iON say about the interface between the RAM, REM and their relationship to
DEW’s quadrillionth of a second? Not allowed to say that yet.
Wave is a cycle, an on and off.
Hard to pay constant attention.
There has to be a shifting between at least two states to know something is listening. That’s the
falling away.

Chad: Eg. grounded electricity creates the ground.

11m
In order to have understanding between us, Non physical is common ground (Bob said).
Without NP there would be no communication. That’s the flickering of on and off.

18m
@Bert
TikTok: Are you paying attention yet?
Photos of the resolute desk?
Resolute desk being moved to a secure location so communication can be freely exposed.

–iON drops off–


